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Abstract: High-spin states in ^Yb have been populated in

the 152Sm(160,4n) and 1 50Sin(1 30,4n) reactions. Prom

studies of y-y coincidences, Y-ray angular distributions

and conversion electron measurements the level scheme has

been constructed. The g-band and the S-band have been

established to spin and parity 22 and 26 , respectively,

and the rotational sequences (7r,a)= (-,1)^, (-,0)^ and

(-,0) to 23", 24" and 18", respectively. The side-bands

in ' Er and ' Yb are discussed. Constructed two-

quasineutron configurations and cranked ahell model (CSM)

calculations are compared with the experimental results in

^Yb. Residual interactions between quasiparticles in

1 64

Yb ft? calculated. Crossing frequencies and the gain in

align r A are summarized for the Yb isotopes and the main

feat» : 'j are discussed.

NUCLKAR REACTIONS 1 50'1 5;'Sm(1 8'1 60,xn), B=81-84 MeV;

y-y coin., y(e), ICC, following 4 neutronmeas red y-y

1 64
emission. Yb deduced levels, J, * . Enriched targets,

Ge(Li) detectors, Compton-suppressed Ge(Li) coincidence

set-up, raini-orange spectrometer, Si(Li) detector.

NUCLEAR STRUCTURE i64Yb; deduced two-quasineutron

routhians, alignments and two-quasineutron residual

interaction. Cranked shell model comparison.



1. Introduction

Recent years have witnessed a rapid expansion in the

experimental information about the 'bana structure in well-

deformed nuclei, mostly due to the improved experimental

techniques. On the theoretical front, developments of the

cranked shell model (CSM) p
'*")

have provided us with a

microscopic theory for understanding these bands in term3

of independent quasiparticle motion in rotating deformed

potentials. Furthermore, it has given an impetus for a

systematic elucidation of yrast and near-yrast bands in

deformed nuclei.

The present work is one ir. a series of such near-yrast

spectroscopic studies of light Yb nuclei J ' ;. Systematic

data for not only the yrast sequences of states, but also

for a number of quasineutron side-bards in Yb have

now become available. ?his article presents new

experimental information for a number of quasineutron

bands in 164-Yb. The structure cf the side-bands is

explained by making a detailed comparison with the

corresponding bands in 1 6 2 > i 6 4E!r and i 6 cYb. The

systematics of the crossing frequencies and the gain in

alignment in Yb isotopes are sunmarized and the most

important features are fiiscused. Some preliminary data for

Yb has been presented in a report ' ) and some of the

12 ' ̂data have been used in refs. ' ;.
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with a Compton-suppressed Ge(Li) detector subsequently

placed at five different angles between 0° and 90°. A

stationary Ge(Li) detector placed below the target served

as a monitor. Efficiency calibrations at various angles

were made with a 1 ̂  Su source placed at the target

position. The angular distribution coefficients were

obtained, after dead-time corrections, by fitting the

normalised peak intensities to the expression

oj ( 9)=AQ+A2P2(CO8 e)+A4P4(cos e).

The transition energies were determined by recording

simultaneously at 90° the y-rays from the reaction and the

y-rays from J Eu and >FCs sources placed near the

target.

To obtain the internal conversion coefficients of the

interband transitions, conversion electron spectra, gated

by a Nal(Tl) multiplicity filter, were acquired at 55°

with a mini-orange spectrometer and a cooled Si(Li)

detector. Three different magnet configurations were used,

in order to span the range of electron energies from about

300 keV to about 1200 keV. The reaction 15OSm(180,4n) at

83 MeV was used for this study. To reduce the straggling

of the conversion electrons, a thin (0.8 mg/cm ) target of

Sm on a thin lead backing (1 mg/cm ) was used. The y -

spectra gated by the same multiplicity filter were

recorded simultaneously at -125 . The conversion

coefficients were normalised to theov.(E2) values of the

known 374.7 and 633-3 keV stretched E2 transitions

along the yrast cascade.



"The results of the experiments are summarised in table 1.

These results form the basis for the construction of the

level scheme of Yb, as shown in fig. 2. The yrast

sequence of levels was known ) up to the level having

spin and parity 22 and has been extended up to the level

assigned as 26+ in the present study. The ground state

band has been extended beyond the crossing with the S-

band. Another band-crossing is observed at a slightly

higher frequency than the 3-band crossing. The measured

conversion coefficients of the 696 and 707 keV transitions

are used for the spin and parity assignments of levels up

to 22+. This is made assuming that the E2 character of the

707 keV line is valid for both of the 707 keV transitions.

Three negative parity bands have been established and, on

the basis of spin and parity these bands are assigned to

be the (-,1)1f (-,0 and (~,0)2 bands ) •

The spin and parity assignments follow the measured

angular distribution and conversion coefficient results,

The rotational configurations (ir ,a )n&re labelled by the

conserved quantum numbers of the corresponding intrinsic

quasiparticle configurations, parity, n and signature o(+

or - corresponds to a=+1/2 or a=-1/2; when a=1 or 0 it is

explicitly stated).The subscript n designates that this

configuration is the nth such configuration with these

quantum numbers. A superscript S is added to multi-

quasiparticle states to designate the seniority of the

configuration.



Jj

except for a few contaminated ir.traband transitions, for

which the multipolarity assignments are based on the

transition energy syatematics within a band. Two

transitions with energies of 287 and 474 keV are found to

be feeding the even-spin members of an odd-parity band

based on the level at 1551.6 keV. The weakness of these

transitions as well as the presence of contaminant lines

prevents a firm assigment of these transitions. The low-

spin intrinsic states in Yb, known from the radioactive

decay of Lu (ref. ), are not populated in the

reactions used and are not included in the level scheme

(fig. 2). On the other hand, a few new intrinsic states

have been located in the present study and these are shown

at the left hand side of fig. 2. Except for the case of a

5+ state, the spins and parities of these states could not

be assigned.

3* Discussion

The routhians and the choice of a reference frame

One basic approach towards an understanding of the "band

structure is the cranked shell model (CSH), based on the

notion of a single-particle motion in a rotating deformed

1 2potential ' ). In order to compare the experimental

results with the CSM prediction it is convenient to

convert the level scheme information to excitation

energies e* in a rotating intrinsic frame (the routhians)

and express them as functions of the rotational frequency



tiu. The detailed prescription for such a transformation

is found in ref. ). It has been customary to refer the

data to the energies of a parametrized ground-state band

with the moment of inertia described by the Harris )

formula

The parameters /Q and f^ are assumed to describe the

collective behaviour of the nucleus. One set of parameters

can therefore not take into account changes in the

collective properties caused by the alignment of various

quasiparticles. Such changes in the collective properties

may result from a change of the deformation. Furthermore,

due to blocking effects the pairing correlation is reduced

in bands based on excited quasiparticles compared to the

ground-state band. The choice of parimeters is therefore

non-trivial 2» 1 2» 17» 1 8). However, fitting the reference

parameters to the S-band or some of the side-bands, allows

us to determine an average set of parameters, relevant for

a set of bands (e. g. the two-quasiparticle bands). The

use of such average reference frames will result in

slightly non-zero alignments ), i =-de'/du, in the

ground-state band and sometimes a slight decrease of the

alignment with increasing frequency in the S-band. The

values ^=25.8 MeV~1fi2 and ^=90 MeV""5n4 used for i64Yb

represent these average numbers. The routhians for the

different bands in Hfb are presented in fig. 3 and the

alignments are plotted in fig. 4.
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3-2. Construction of two-quasineutron configurations and

residual interaction analysis

In the discussions below the following nomenclature of the

quasiparticle orbitals is frequently used: (+,+)^=A,

(•t-,-)1=B, (-, + ̂ =2 and (-,-)1=p.

The one-quasineutron configurations A,B and E known in

I63rb [ref.10)] and i65Yb [ref.9}] can be used to

construct two-quasineutron configurations for the adjacent

doubly-even Yb nucleus (see fig. 5)« In the

construction of the two-quasineutron routhians average

values of the appropriate single-quasineutron routhians in

Yb and "'Yb are used. Such an averaging procedure

should incorporate effects which vary smoothly with the

neutron number. The constructed two-quasineutron routhians
Q na

are shifted upwards by a constant terra ) of 2A =2.10

MeV. The value for this shift is chosen so that the

constructed routhian from the A and B configurations will
1 64

reproduce the S-band in Yb, which is assumed to have a

very pure structure. The constructed and the experimental

AB bands overlap very well. The other two constructed

configurations AE and BE do not fit well to the

experimental values for the negative parity bands and

these discrepancies will be discussed later. It should be

noted that there is very limited information on the P-band

in the odd-N isotopes (see fig. 5) but it can be assumed

to lie very close in energy to the E band and therefore

the constructed AE and AP configurations should lie very

close in energy.



jf

Prom the energies e' (w) in the rotating frame of one-

quasiparticle and three-quasipartiele bands in the

neighbouring odd-A nuclei "" Yb and the two-

quasiparticle bands in . Yb composed of the same

quasiparticles it is possible to extract a value of the

residual interaction V between quasiparticles. In this

analysis one assumes y) that the energy of a composite

state can be written as

e'(u )= Z ê  Go )+ z Vvv (a, ) (D
VI \t>v

In this expression the energy e*(w 5 is given relative to a

reference value e'' (m ) which can be chosen differently for

the odd and the even systems. In order to compare the odd

and even systems it also is necessary to shift the

energies by the pairing gap energy A. A combination of

one- two- and three-quasiparticle configurations yields

the following equations from which both & and four

different residual interactions V 's can be obtained

r
VBF=ePAB~eAF"eB+eg"T<rAB

It can be seen, that in the interaction matrix elements

only the reference energy, e , used in the even system

plays a role, whereas the value extracted for A (this

value corresponus to a A for a one-quasiparticle state)

depends on both the odd, e'°, and the even reference

energies.
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The values extracted are given in table 2 at three

rotational frequencies. Unfortunately the range in

frequency at which both one- and three-quasiparticle bands

exist is rather limited, since there is some interaction

between the bands. It i3 therefore necessary to

extrapolate on either side of the crossing. However, for

the narrow range in frequency given here this

extrapolation ought to be of minor importance for the

results obtained, adding about 20$ to the uncertainty.

The uncertainty caused by the choice of reference frame

can be illustrated in a calculation of the sun of V^g and

V-g- at the frequency, where ejj=Rx?As* A t this frequency

where siim* is the shift in frequency between the g-AB

crossing and the E-EA3 crossing and <i> is the average

gain in alignment observed at the two crossings. At

"nu;=0.225 MeV the value of V.-l+Viar,=:-O."58 MeV is obtained

from the crossing frequency change whereas the value from

equations (2) is V
A E

+ V B E = " 0 * ^ 6 M e V 'cf' t a b l e 2 ) •

The extracted residual interaction is very state

dependent. It is small and almost frequency independent

for the S-band. It is much larger and shows a clear

frequency dependence for the AE band. This is because the

experimental band f(-,1),l is not the pure AE band, but is

strongly mixed with the occupole-band and therefore

pressed down in energy (see subsect. 3-4«4.)« Also for the

3E band there is a strong frequency dependence, because
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the slope of the experimental band R"»^)?! *s v e r v

different from the SUIT, of the slopes of the corresponding

one-quasipa*ticle bands. In order to compensate for this

the residual interaction becomes frequency dependent. It

should, however, already here be pointed out that the

interpretation of the (-,0K band as BE is highly

questionable. Except that the extracted interactions are

thus influenced by the non-purety of the two-quasiparticle

configurations the sizes of the matrix elements ^ u are to

a large extent due to the blocking of orbitals, which at

^u=0 for an average pair of quasiparticles is estimated to

amount to about half of the average level distance. In the

rare earth region the average level distance is about 0.3

MeV. Changes in the deformation and the Fermi level can

introduce an error in the present analysis through a

change in the quasiparticle vacuum. By averaging the one-

and three-quasiparticle states of the odd system over

i65Yb and i65Yb, or either side of i64Yb, in which the

two-quasiparticle energies are measured, we believe that

at least to the first order this problem ha3 been taken

into account.

3.3- The positive parity bands in ^64Yb

1 64
The routhian for the ground-state band in Yb is

intersected by that of the S-band at "hw^O.28 MeV (fig.

3), i.e. at thi3 frequency, the ground-state band and the

S-band interchange their character in the rotating frame.

One of the interesting features at the bandcrossing is the

interaction between the two bands. In cases where the
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cascades along either or "ooth bands "branch off near the

intersection, reliable values for the interaction strength

can be obtained from the measured branching ratios. The

strength obtained for the interaction between the g-band

and the 3-band in
1 64,

Yb is about 90 keV.

The continuation of the ground-state band beyond the first

crossing has been observed. This band undergoes a second

crossing with other excited bands soon after the first

crossing. According to the CSM prediction this crossing

should correspond to the alignment of a second pair of

i._/p quasineutrons, i. e. due to the crossing with a band

based on the (+,+)2 and (+,-) 1 intrinsic configurations.

The gain in alignment in this crossing turns out to be

larger than that obtainec at the first crossing of the

ground-3tate band ("hw«>0.28 MeV) which is supposed to have

the largest alignment. This implies that the pertinent

crossing involves more than two quasiparticles, i. e. it

is a crossing between the g-band and a four-quasiparticle

band. As to the nature of these two extra quaeiparticle3,

blocking arguments can be used to show that they are also

a pair of 1*3/2 TJ&sineutrons. Tne quasiproton alignment

is not observed in the 3-band up to the highest observed

frequency of 0.42 MeV. As for the alignment of the lowest

pair of negative parity quasineutrons, the (-,+)^ and

(-»-)4 orbitals are blocked in all the negative parity

side-bands. However, there would be no blocking in the

yraet band. The non-observation of the alignment of a pair

of negative parity quasineutrons in the S-band lends

support to the conclusion that this aeconc crossing in the
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g-band is due to the exchange of character between the g-

band and the ABCD band.

1 64
3.4. The negative parity bands in Yb

3«4.1. General discussions

The interpretation of the negative parity bands is not

fully straight-forward. Two major descrepencies are

164
clearly seen when the experimental routhians of Yb are

compared with routhians constructed from the one-

qua8iparticie (fig. 5») configurations of the adjacent

odd-N isotopes. The energy splitting between the

configurations {-,'), and (-,0) is much larger than

expected and the alignment of the (-t0)? configuration is

much too sraall. At 1^=0.30 MeV the alignment is about

three units smaller than those of the (-,0)^ and (-,1)^

configurations. This is hardly consistent with the CSH

interpretation of the three lowest negative parity bands

as AE, AP and BE.

To get a better insight into the structure of the negative

parity bands we have made a comparison with the

corresponding bands in Yb and ' i3r. These bands

1 64
are by far best known in Er, where the low spin region

has been studied in the (p,2n) and (a,2n) reactions " ).

The 164Er data are shown in the lower left part of tig. 6.

Three neutron-excited bands with negative parity and odd

spins (a=1) are known. At low frequencies the lowest of

these bands is interpreted as the ootupole-band. It is,
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crossed by a two-quasineutron band at 1W0.18 MeV. The

crossing band has a K=5 bandhead and is interpreted as

5/2+[642J 5/2" [523J. A third (-,'•) band is also known in

1 64

Er, but the corresponding band has not been observed in

any of the other nuclei. Two decay sequencies with

negative parity and even spins (a=0) are known in Tär.

The lower one, f-,0). is obviously the signature partner

of the (-,1). band. The higher one, (-t0)o, starts out

with a small alignment at low frequencies (i »2n)» but
-A.

gains about 2.5^ in alignment in a limited frequency

interval around ^=0.20 MeV (cf. fig. 6 and 7). This may

be interpreted as a bandcrossing as illustrated in fig. 6.The interpretation of the neutron-excited bands in

is quite clear. At high frequencies the bands (-,1)«,

(-,0). and (-,C)p have the properties of the CSM

configurations AE, AF and EE, respectively. The two first

of these bands are obviously built on a K=5 bandhead. The

20
third one continues down to lower spins. In ref. ) the

low-spin part of this band is assigned as a K=2 band, and

it is supposed to contain a considerable admixture of

components from the 7/2+[633J and 3/2""f52f) neutron

orbitals. The odd spin components of this configuration is

supposed to form the (-,1)^ band.

A two-quasiproton band, containing both odd and even
* a A

spins, i3 also known in Er (aee fig. 6). It lies

comparatively high in energy and has a very small

alignment. The band starts from a X=7 bandhead and has the

configuration 7/2"" [523] 7/2+ [404] .
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166,
Two bands with negative parity are known in Yb. They

are labelled (-,1)., and (-,0). in fig. 6 and correspond to

the CSM configurations AE ar.c A?, respectively. Compared
1 64

to the corresponding bands in Er there are some

differences. The (-,1).. decay sequence is interrupted at

the 11" state i cf. refs. ''"") , from which the decay goes

into the ground-3tate band and not to the lower states of

the (-,1)4 sequence. These states have, however, been

identified via transitions to the ground-state band. The

lowest observed state is 5 which presumedly is the

bandhead like in ' l2r. Prom the plot of the rcuthians it

is seen that the (-,1)1 routhian shows a tendency to bend

down above the point where the (-,1)-| sequence is

interrupted, that is at 1^=0.22 MeV. One sees from the

7 8 —
spectrum ' ) that in particular the 11~ state is pushed
down in energy. This behaviour can be understood if there

1 66exists an octupole-band in Yb, which crosses and

thereby interacts with the (-,')< band at W»0.20 MeV. The

interaction must, however, be larger than that observed in

4Er. That there is a non-negligible interaction between

164
the octupole-band and {-,!). band also in Er is most

clearly revealed in the alignment plot for the (-,1).. band

(fig. 8), where a clear perturbation is seen in the

frequency interval 0.13-0.20 MeV. This is also the

interval where the decay sequence is interrupted in Yb.

At low frequencies the alignment of the (-,1)^ and (-,0).

bands is slightly larger in 1 66Yb than in i 6 4Dr, but the

difference becomes small at high frequencies.

A third side-band han been observed in 166
Yb. It was not
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7 M •

assigned a parity in refs. *""'), tut a comparison shows

that this band is practically identical with the (-,0)p

band in Hr, including the change in the alignment at

"hijÄO.IS MeV. It has therefore been assigned (-,0)^ in fig*

6.

The routhians of the N=94 isotones i62Er and i64Yb are

quite different from those of the N=96 isotor.es. In

particular the routhian of the (-,1 )« band lies much lower

than the routhians of the other bands. Furthermore the

position of the (-,C)? routhian i3 lowered compared to the

(-,0), routhian. In fact the structure of the (~,0}1 band

changes dramatically at a frequency of about 0.20 MeV. We

interpret this a3 a crossing of two bands with different

characters as illustrated in fig. 6. In " Er both of the

crossing bands have been observed below the crossing,

while in ^Yb only the lower one is seen. Above the

crossing the properties of the (-,0) band is very

different in the two isotones.

As will be seen in the last section, the routhians of the

negative parity bands cannot be well reproduced in CHPB

calculations. In fact the results are nore similar to

those found experimentally in the K=96 isotones. Although

the calculated energies are relatively similar for H=94

and N=96 the structure of the negative parity side-bands

AE, AP, BE etc. is different, mainly because the 3/2~|j52i]

single particle level Iie3 closest to the Fermi surface

for N=94, while 5/2~[523J is closest to the Fermi surface

for N=96. These structural differences .-nay critically
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influence e. g. the interaction between the oetupole-band

and the tvo-quasiparticle band AE. Since such effects are

not included in the CHPB model we shall here try to

interpret the side-bands of the N=94 isotones by comparing

them to the bands observed in the N=96 isotones rather

than to the theoretically calculated bands.

3.4.2. The AP band

The (-,0). band is most likely an almost pure two-

quasineutron configuration, with the CSM assignment AP,

above the bĉ nd interaction at "WsO.20 MeV in both Er

and Yb. In Er the lower part of the (-,0)2 band

seems to form the continuation of the AP configuration

below TKDöfO.20 MeV. The AP assignment is strongly supported

by the alignment, which in the upper part of fig. 7 is

compared to the alignment of the AP band in

166

r and

Yb. The alignment agrees for the four nuclei within one

unit at all frequencies and is also close to what one

164would expect theoretically. In Yb a pronounced

upbending is observed at •nw=0.31 MeV. It must be

interpreted as the crossing with the four-quasineutron

configuration ABCF, which is expected to occur at roughly

the observed frequency. No irregularity is observed in the

three other nuclei up to liu =0.323 MeV, but this difference

can be understood from differences in neutron number and

deformation.
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3.4-3« The low-spin part of the (-,0)- band

Below tou>»0.17 MeV the (-,0), bands in i62Er and 164Yb show

a remarkable similarity vith the low-spin part of the

1 64 1 66
(-,0)2 banas in "Br and ' Yb, which can be aeen from

the alignment plot (lower part of fig. 7). The structure

of these bands can therefore be expected to be similar. In

Er the (-,0)2 band is known down to 1=2 ). It is thus

a low-K band. Its structure does probably not correspond

to a simple two-quasineutron CS'! configuration, but is of

a more complex character, involving important components

of the 3/2"[52i] level < w ) . If this structure is preserved

in the ft=94 isotones it seerr.s natura" that the band goes

ao«n in energy for N=94, where it belongs to the (-,0)^

decay sequence and not to the (-,0) sequence as for N=96.

1 64Except in Er Vne barn :<•> only known ^own to 1=4. ThiB

does not exclude the existence of lower spin states, since

such states may not be populated in the heavy-ion

reactions used. Also in ~Zr the lowest states of the

band are not seen in these experiments.+„ 21,22,

3.4.4. The (-,1 )•) band

This band is identified as the AE two-quasineutron CSM

configuration in i64^!r and 1f56Yb, although it ia slightly

perturbed by the crossing with the octupole-band. It is

furthermore clear that the (-,1)1 band in
 162Er in fact is

the octupole-band at low spins. The pure AE band must lie

close to the AP band also in the 11=94 i3otones. It is Lhen

immediately seen from fig. 6 that the octupole-band and a
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possible AE bana havs to be nuch more separated in energy

in Er than in Er. A hypothetical crossing between a

1 62
pure octupole-band and a pure AE band in Er must

therefore occur at a considerably higher frequency in

162Er (not below "feu-0.25 . MeV) than in 1645r Cn«=0.175

MeV). It may also be that the octupole—band in er

contains important components of the pure AE

configuration, at least at high spins, which simply means

that there is a large interaction between these two bands.

In fact the (-,1)1 band never reaches the pure AE

structure, which can be seen from the separation of the

(-,1)1 and (-,0) routhians, which is still about 0.20 MeV

at the highest frequency at which both bands are known

(fcu> =0.322 MeV).

The (-,1)1 band in 4Yb is very similar to the
1 62

corresponding band in Er. Although it is only known

down to 1=5 we believe that, this band has to begin as the

octupole-band at low frequencies. At higher frequencies it

interacts strongly with the unobserved AE band and obtains

an increasingly pure two-quasiparticle structure. The pure

AE structure is, however, never reached. The gradual

developement of the octupole-band into a two-quasiparticle

band has been predicted theoretically by Vogel •*).

The above interpretation of the (-,1). bands implies that

the interaction between the octupole-band and the AE band

is very different for N=96 and N=94. It is obvious that

such a difference can arise from the structural

differences in the bands, caused by the changed position
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of the Fermi energy. There is, however, no theoretical

proof so far that this actually is the case.

It is also useful to study the alignment of the (-,1)^

bands (fig. 8). Both the ^=94 iaptor.es show an alignment

at low frequencies which lies between that of the AE band

and the octupole-band in ""Er. At high frequencies the

1 62
band in Er has an alignment very similar to those of

1 64the N=96 isotones, while the band in Yb shows a gradual

increase of the alignment at high frequencies. This is in

a qualitative agreement with the observations made for the

AP band, where a strong upbend was observed at nio =0.31 HeV

164
in Yb but not in the other nuclei. The reason why the

(-,1)« band in Yb does not also show a sharp upbend is

not fully clear, but must be connected with the fact that

it does not correspond to a pure AE configuration.

3.4.5. The (-,0)2 band

In Er and Yb this band has at high frequencies

0.20 MeV) the properties expected for the CSM

configuration BE. However, in the N=94 isotones the (-,0)2

band looks quite different. In Er it lies lower in

energy and has a larger alignment while the opposite is

true for 1 (see lower part of fig. 7). In fact the

differences are so big that it can be excluded that the

(-,0). band corresponds to the BE configuration in all

four nuclei. Based on CSM calculations as well aa on the
1 6^

experimental one-quasiparticle routhians for Yb

|ref. )J we can predict that the AG band must lie very
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close to the BE band in the N=94 i sotones. Assuming a

certain interaction between these two bands coula possibly

explain the low energy of the (-,0)? band in
162Er but not

the high energy in 4

In fact it is very hard to understand the structure of the

(-,0)2 band in 164Yb. We see from fig. 6 that the (-,0)2

band seems to form a smooth continuation of the lower part

of the (-,0)., bana and may therefore have a similar

structure. We also see that the band shows no irregularity

at the AB crossing (ku=0.28 MeV) nor at the BC crossing

("hw=0.31 MeV). This would be the case if the B level is

occupied. The first bandcrossing in such a band (AD) would

then lie somewhat stove the BC crossing, possibly above

the highest observed frequency.

Another possibility is that the {-,0)p band is a two-

quasiproton configuration. The relatively high energy of

the routhian would be consistent with this interpretation

(cf. the proton band in Er, fig. 6 ). In order to

account for the alignment («4-3h) a possible proton

configuration must include the 1/2"" [541] orbital, which is

the only one with sufficiently large alignment in the

near-lying odd-Z nuclei. Prom the experimental routhians

of °̂ Lu £ref. 4)1 one can conclude that the most likely

configuration is 1/2"[541 ; a =1/2J 1/2+[411 ; a =-1/2] . It

is at high frequencies the lowest configuration with the

right parity and signature and has the right alignment

(i *3.5"h+0.8n=4.5h). A configuration with 1/2~[54iJ

occupied is also expecte.i to have u delayed backbending.
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In Lu the i/2~[54i] band does not backbend before

"nu =0.32 MeV, and in *320s [ref. 25)] the proton band

assigned 1/2~[541] 9/2~[514J back-ends at 1iwäO.34. HeV,

while the ground-state band S-band crossing lies at

1iu =0.256 MeV. The interpretation of the (-,0)p band as a

proton configuration could therefore be consistent with

the fact that no backbending is observed.

The interpretation of {-,0)2 as a proton configuration

could also explain why this band is observed although it

lies very high in energy, because it would retard the

decay from this band down to the lower-lying neutron

configurations. In fact the assignment (-»0)2 *s

misleading, because there rau3t be at least two (-,0)

configurations which are lower in energy, namely AP and

ABCF (cf. fig. 6).

The interpretation of the (-,0)p band as a proton band

gives rise to 3ome questions. Is the lower part of the

(-,0). band the neutron configuration previously suggested

or is it just the continuation of the proton band?

Secondly, are the observed transitions between the (-»0)2

and (-,0)-i banda consistent with (-,0)2 being a proton

band? Comparisons with Er and Os suggest that it

could be so.

3«5« A summary of "he crossing frequencies and the gain

in alignment in Yb nuclei

Much data is now available for Yb isotopes for
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bandcrossing frequencies and gain in alignment at the

bandcrossings. Therefore it might be appropriate to

summarize these results and to discuss some of the

observed systematical behaviour. ?he crossing frequency

flu is defined as the frequency at which routhians ofc

seniority v and seniority v+2 cross ). The gain in

alignment A i is defined at "nu> between the two systems v

and v+2. Defined in this way the crossing frequency and

the gain in alignnent are nearly reference independent.

The data for the AB crossing are \3vesentea in table 3. The

AB crossing is a crossing between zero- and two-

quasiparticle configurations in the even-N isotopes and

between one- and three-quasiparticle configurations in the

odd-N isotopes. The crossing frequency is lower for the

odd-N isotopes than for the ever.-N isotopes. This is due

to a reduction of the pairing correlation parameter in the

odd-N nuclei " ). The reduction is a result of the

blocking of the pairing contribution from a quasineutron

orbit near the Fermi surface. This reduction is almost the

same for all the odd-S Yb isotopes due to the fact that

all the valence orbits have nearly the same shape and

27
therefore contribute in the same way to the pairing ).

There is also a reduction in Ai for the odd-N Yb isotopes

compared with the even ones. This is due to the fact that

reduced pairing reduces the compression of the single

particle levels and therefore reduces the mixing of low-fi

orbits into the lowest orbit of a particular

configuration.
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A survey of the neutron levels for 1 60,1 62,164,166Yb n e a r

the Fermi level (see fig. 9) shows that the highly

alignable high-j low-n orbitals originating from the i

shell model states lie nearest to the Fermi surface in

Yb and that they gradually shift away from the Permi

level with increasing neutron number. The change of the

high-& components of the î -i/p orbitals implies that the

gain in alignment at the AB crossing should decrease with

increasing neutron number, disregarding possible changes

in the neutron pairing correlation parameter. This is

indeed observed to be the case (cf. table 3)«

Table 4 contains data appropriate for the BC crossings.

The data for these crossings is not as complete as for the

AB crossing. When comparing the crossing frequencies for

crossings between zero- and two-, one- and three- and two-

and four-quasiparticle configurations the blocking

argument seems to work for most of the nuclei. However,

near N=90 the relation between the crossing frequencies is

inverted '") f"hw (0-2qp)<Thu) _(1-3qp)<^w (2-4qp)~|. In this

case the blocking argument does not work. This is not well

understood at the moment, but it could be pointed out that

there are changes in deformation in the different bands in

16OV>, 28,29N

The ground-state bands in 160,162,164,166yh cross other

excited bands soon after the AB crossing. Except for the

case of Yb, it has been possible to follow the bands

above this second crossing high enough to be able to

extract the crossing frequencies with some confidence and
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to get some insight into the gain of alignment due to this

crossing- For Tb as well as the earlier discussed Yb

the gain in alignment implies that this crossing involves

more than two quasiparticles.

It can be 3een that the crossing frequencies in the side-

bands of i6o»i62»i64»i66Yb are considerably higher than

those in the yrast bands. This is a reflection of the

fact that the two-quasineutron side-bands involve either

the (+,+)} or (+(-)1
 i13/2 valence quasineutron

configuration together with a negative parity valence

quasineutron. Consequently, the bandcrossings observed in

these bands are cue to the alignment of another pair of

13/2 neutrons than those responsible for the first

bandcros3ing in the yrast bands of the even-even isotopes

or in the negative parity bands of the neighbouring odd-N

isotopes.

5.6. Comparison of experimental results to

calculations

CSM

We have made some preliminary self-consistent CSM

calculations for 164Yb [see ref. ^°)]. While the

calculated pairing gap is of the order of the odd-even

mass difference in the 0 + ground-state it is considerably

reduced in the two-quasiparlicle bands and is in the upper

part of the negative parity 3ide-ban<is typically about 700

keV. The details of the calculations will not be discussed

here, but we show in fig. 10 the theoretical routhians for

a number of two- and four-quasiparticle configurations.
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The figure is constructed for A=830 keV, which is a

representative value for the two-quasiparticle bands. The

theoretical routhians have been shifted up in energy to a

position which gives an approximate agreement between the

theoretical ana experimental S-cands. The shift is

qualitatively justifies by the fact that the g-band and

the S-band have different & values [̂ cf. ref. 2^)J . It also

simplifies the comparison with experiment, where we are

mainly interested in the relative energies of the two-

quasiparticle routhians. Pig. 10 confirms the conclusions

already drawn in the previous sections. The experimental

AP routhians (crosses) agree fairly well with the

corresponding theoretical routhian. Also the crossing with

the ABCF routhian is in good agreement with the

calculations. There is, however, no theoretical

correspondence to the (-,1}< routhian [filled circles).

The lowest theoretical (-,1) routhian, which is AE, lies

much higher in energy and has a different slope. This

confirms that (-,1), is not a simple two-quasiparticle

state. The (-,0}_ routhian (filled squares) finally, has

an energy which is not too different from that of the

theoretical AC and BE configurations. The slope is,

however, very different, which suggests that the (-,0)2

band must have a different configuration.
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Table i

The Y-ray energies, intensities, angular distribution and

conversion electron coefficients for transitions assigned

to i64Yb following the 152Sm(i60,4n) reaction at 81 MeV.

a) Trel b)

(keV)

123.3

187

247.6

262.2

287

291.1

325.0

325

354

356.5

359.9

374.7

381.1

401.2

403

415.0

449

weak

10e)

1055

weak

8

50

weak

16

15

53

1000

52

31

6

20

19

ang. uj.s

A2/A0

0.27(01)

-0.28(02)

0.31(02)

0.24(05)

0.33(05)

0.31(02)

0.28(01)

0.31(04)

0.21(04)

0.34(14)

0.30(06)

0.59(08)

-0.07(01)

0.22(09)

-0.11(02)

0.03(05)

0.09(05)

-0.06(02)

-0.08(01)

-0.05(04)

0.03(04)

0.03(13)

-0.04(06)

0.23(07)

c^ a 1, Assignments

(x10~3) I*

2+

H+'
6"

4+

if

o+

14+

4"

2+

unassigned

15"

8"

9"

6"

35(08) 10"

6+

12"

11"

10"

8"

14+

6"

7"

5"

8"

4+

10"

9"

8"

7"



Table 1 (continued)

(keV)

452

453-3

455

463

463.1

464

474

484.3

489.8

491.8

514.4

530.4

532.4"

533.4

543.2

562.6

564.1

569.4

576.6

596.2

609

610.3

Trel b)
Y

- 100

- 975

weak

28

206

15e)

106

735

L 79e)

117

10e)

50e)

305

446

30e)

24e)

Ang. diet

A2/A0

0.24(02)

0.30(01)

0.47(05)

0.30(01)

0.26(02)

0.31(01)

-0.08(04)

0.29(01)

>0

0.32(01)

0.29(01)

-0.27(06)

. ooeff.0^

-0.05(02)

-0.07(01)

0.18(05)

-0.08(01)

-0.12(02)

-0.08(01)

-0.08(04)

-0.11(01)

-0.03(01)

-0.09(01)

-0.14(06)

a a' Assignments
„•* IT

(«10>) It

6"

14"

14~

13"

8+

12~

it
Xf

5

12"

13"

11"

6+

11"

unassigned

10~

16+

12*"

15"

10+

16"

13"

18+'

14"

17"

14+

12+

18"

16+

7.3(20)
19"

9"

14+

10"

13-

8+

14"

12+

16"*"

12"

15"

12+

10+

16"

14+'

17"
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Table 1 (continued)

BY*5

(keV)

622

622
må

633.3

638

647.3

653.7

683

696

xrel b)

> 30 e )

57

5e)

142

20

weak

18

702 "I

702 J

707 ]
707 J
712.5

738

745

756.7

776.5

780.3

785.5

796.6

839

901

30 e )

weak

weak

55

93

14e)

weak

24

20

Ang. dist. coeff.

A2/AQ

0.31(04)

-0.17(01)

0.42(08)

Doppler

0.27(03)

-0.20(01)

0.26(07)

0.41(04)

Doppler

0.34(06)

-0.13(04)

-0.04(01)

-0.19(08)

broadened

-0.02(02)

0.02(02)

-0.06(07)

-0.09(04)

broadened

0.02(06)

a^ ' Assignments

(«10~5)

8.6(10)

<4.2

5.0(15)

5.5(15)

6.7(15)

5.0(15)

4.6(15)

1.8(6)

>3.3

>3.7

<3.0

22"

20"

20+'

16"

11"

21"

(24")

18+

23"

18"

20+

22+

22+'

14*'

9"

24+'

10"

16+

(26+'

8"

1t

20"

18"

18+

14"

10+

19"

22"

16+

21"

16"

18+

20+

20+

6+

8+

12+

8+

22+

10+

14*

)24+

8+
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Table 1 (continued)

By

(keV)

915

930

962

1039

1058

1114

1166

jrel b)

36

22

42

15

15

weak

1O*>

Ang. dist

A2/Ao

-0.46(08)

0.30(04)

-0.18(04)

0.51(10)

-0.31(06)

. eoeff.°)

0.08(07)

0.00(04)

0.03(04)

0.05(09)

0.07(06)

(..

<2.

4-

4.

d)

O"5)

5

5(8)

2(8)

Assignments

n
7"
>

5+

6"

5~

4~

6+

10+

4+

6+

4+

8+

4+

a) Energies are accurate to 0.2 keV for strong

transitions (rel. int.> 50), increasing to about

0.5 keV for weaker transitions.

b) Intensities are given relative to the 374.7 keV 6+-

transition.

c) Only fitting errors are given.

d) Normalised to the K-conv. coeff. of the 374.7 and

633.3 keV E2 transitions.

e) Prom coincidence data at 84 MeV. Rel. int. not

corrected for the angular correlation effects.
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Table 2

Values extracted for the pairgap parameter A and the

residual interaction between quasiparticles \v at three

different frequencies.

feu» (HeV) 0.22 0.25 0.28

i(HeV)

VAfl(MeV)

VAE(MeV)

VBE(MeV)

V (HeV)

1 .056

-0 .076

-0.231

-0.135

-0.460

1.074

-0.087

-0.206

-0.114

-0.378

1.085
-0.087

-0.195

-0.078

-0.336
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Table 3

The crossing frequencies for the AB crossing and the gain

in alignment at this crossing for ~ Yb.

nucleus

160v.
ID

1 6 lYb
162Yb
165Yb

l 64Yb
i 6 5Yb
i66Y b

167Yb
i 6 8Yb

*"c

0.269

0.235

0.269

0.232

0.276

0.226

0.275

0.238

0.27

Ai

11.0

9.0

9.9

7.5

8.2

8.1

8.0

6.7

>6.5

Ref.

3

4,5

4,5

10

present work

9 '

7,8

9

31

_J
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Table 4

The crossing frequencies for the BC crossings and the gain

in alignment at these crossings for ~ Yb.

Nucleus

16°Yb

1 6 1 Yb

1 6 2Yb

' « T b
1MYb

165Yb

'6 6Yb
167Yb

Config.

O-BC

AE-AEBC

AP-APBC

A-ABC

O-BC

AE-AEBC

AP-APBC

A-ABC

O-BC

AP-APBC

A-ABC

O-BC

A-ABC

0.34

0.38

0.36

0.35

0.30

0.33

0.33

0.35

0.35

0.31

0.36

0.35

0.33

Ai

7.6

6.6

6

6.5

11

>4

>4

>4

8 .2

3-3

4.3

>3

>2.5

Ref.

3,32

4,5

4,5

10

present

work

9,33

7,8

9
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Figure captions

Pig. 1. Exemples of Y-Y coincidence spectra from the

152Srn(160,4n)164Yb reaction at 84 HeV.

and ^=90 MeV~51i4.

Pig. 2. Level scheme of % t showing states populated in

the 152Sn(1f5O,4n)i64Yb reaction at 84 MeV.

Pig. 3- Experimental routhians for different bands in

Yb, referred to the reference configuration

determined by the Harris parameters

j£=25.8

The routhians are corrected for the g-band S-band

interaction of 90 keV.

Pig. 4- Experimental alignment for the different bands in

164
Yb. Thu reference parameters are the same

as in fig. 3»

Pig. 5» Experimental routhians for ' Yb are shown

in the upper half of the figure. In the lower

half of the figure, constructed two-quasineutron

configurations are shown (solid lines) and their

extrapolations (dashed lines). The residual

interaction is not included in the constructed

routhian8. The constructed routhians were

shifted up by a constant term 2Ace=2.10 MeV.

The points plotted together with the constructed

routhians are the experimental two-quasineutron

configurations in i64Yb. See fig. 3«

Pig. 6. The experimental routhians for 162»1°^Er and
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i64,i66Yb_ T h e corresp0nc[ing bands in these

four nuclei are raar':ed in the sane way. The data

used are for "62Er from ref. 5 4 ) , for *Er

from ref. ) and for Yb from ref. ).

Some low-spin states are from ref. ).

Pig. 7. Alignment plots for i 6 2« i 64 E r a m J 164,166^

The large symbols are referring to the bands

marked with the corresponding symbols in fig. 6.

For references see figure caption 6.

Pig. 8. Alignment plots for 1 2'i64Er and i64»i66Yb.

The large symbols are referring to the bands

marked with the corresponding symbols in fig. 6.

For references see figure caption 6.

Pig. 9. Nilsson states near the Permi surface for •

160,162,164,166-., _, ... ...
* ' ' Yb. The position of the

Fermi surface i3 labelled by A.

164

( Pig. 10. Theoretical and experimental routhians for Yb.

The theoretical routhians have been shifted

upwards by 0.6 MeV. For the notation of the

experimental points see fig. 3»
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